AIRFORCE RECRUITMENT RALLY IN GOA FROM AUGUST 27

Panaji: June 25, 2019

Airmen selection center, Jodhpur has organized the Indian Air Force recruitment rally for Airmen cadre from August 27 to 30, 2019 from 7.00 a.m. onwards.

Recruitment for ‘Group Y- Non-Technical’ trades - Medical Assistant and Indian Air Force (Police) and ‘Group Y- Technical’- Auto Technician will be held at the Bambolim Sports Ground, Bambolim.

The recruitment is specially arranged for male candidates who are born between June 1999 to Jan 2003 (17-21yrs). Candidates who have passed std 12th or equivalent in any stream with an aggregate of minimum 50% and 50% marks in English can participate in the same.

Interested candidates may directly enroll themselves by presenting relevant certificates at the venue. At the time of recruitment, one will have to undergo a fitness test which will include running 1.6 km distance in 6.6 mins, push up, sit-ups and squats. Qualified candidates will further answer the written exam which will consist of questions on General Awareness, Logical Reasoning and English language skills. Qualifying this, one will face a psychological test, medical examination and Group Discussion. Qualifying candidates will be sent to Airmen Selection Centre (ASCs) for training after which they will be deployed on ground based jobs as per their allotted trades.

The height of candidates applying for Auto Technician trade must be 165 cm with 99 cm leg length. The height of candidates applying for Medical Assistant is 152.5cm and 175cms for Indian Air Force (Police) with no specified leg length. “Selected Airmen are entitled to a stipend of Rs. 14,500/- during their training. So, be a partner in the national defense and join the Indian Air Force as airmen.
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